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I. INTRODUCTION

Long obscured by the historical memory and iconography of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s I Have a Dream speech touting hope for a colorblind society at 1963’s March on Washington, the economic dimensions of Dr. King’s thoughts are now a more prominent feature of his legacy. King not only sought civil and voting rights for black
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Americans but also demanded solutions to structural economic inequality for all Americans.  

The broader agenda emerged after the “crisis of victory” occasioned by passage of the landmark civil rights legislation in 1964 and reached its apotheosis in 1968’s Poor Peoples’ Campaign. King’s insistent demand for economic justice grew louder after President Lyndon B. Johnson’s escalation of the Vietnam War sapped funding from his War on Poverty programs. Disappointed with the federal response, buffeted by riots, and disturbed by the wretched poverty that he had witnessed in the urban North, King endorsed an Economic Bill of Rights that outlined basic necessities required for economic stability, social mobility, and dignity for all Americans. The bill of rights advanced the goal of economic opportunity—a critical component of racial equality unaddressed by the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964. Even if the Civil Rights Act “eliminated all discrimination,” King emphasized racialized poverty and the “historic and institutionalized consequences of color” would remain. Given the failure of the anti-discrimination law to contemplate, much less remedy, the economic vestiges of slavery and Jim Crow, King demanded action; he called for a radical redistribution of wealth and power and a revolutionary but “nonviolent army of the poor” to seek change.

This Essay mediates on the link between educational inequality and King’s economic agenda within the context of present-day efforts to ameliorate entrenched poverty. Part II examines King’s thoughts
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on the connection between inequality in education and economic and political oppression. This part explains that King viewed educational inequality as an element of structural inequality and prioritized remedies for it such as school desegregation. Part III documents the enduring relationship between the economic status of parents’ and students’ social mobility—static, upward, or downward. Part IV describes and advocates holistic remedies to the education of students in impoverished communities. These remedies are distinct from those, such as school desegregation, prevalent during King’s heyday. Holistic remedies not only focus on students and seek to improve students’ educational skills, but also holistic, or whole-person, interventions seek to respond to the familial and social contexts from which impoverished students emerge. By identifying and attempting to ameliorate the familial and social roots of early-childhood disadvantage, holistic interventions hope to create the conditions for social mobility by students from impoverished households.

II. THE LINK BETWEEN ECONOMIC JUSTICE AND EDUCATION IN THE THOUGHT OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

In his speeches and writing, King recognized the centrality of quality education to the overarching aims of his Economic Bill of Rights—ending persistent poverty and ensuring social mobility. In Where Do We Go from Here, King noted that “poverty is a consequence of multiple evils,” including “lack of education.” Hence, quality education must be central to the struggle against entrenched poverty. In the United States, a country where schools had been pathways to social mobility for successive waves of immigrants, the provision of quality education to all, he believed, should be axiomatic.

But many observers questioned whether schools—alone—could play a similar role for blacks. Most famously, sociologist

7. See id.; see also Michael Hout & Alexander Janus, Educational Mobility in the United States Since the 1930s, in WHITHER OPPORTUNITY?: RISING INEQUALITY, SCHOOLS AND CHILDREN’S LIFE CHANCES 165, 165–86 (Greg J. Duncan & Richard J. Murnane eds., 2011) (discussing the recent decline in educational mobility in the United States).
James Coleman’s monumental 1966 research report, *Equality of Educational Opportunity* (“the Coleman Report”), documented a significant black-white achievement gap and identified families, not schools, as the key drivers of students’ achievements. Commentators argued that the government could do little to remedy unequal educational and life outcomes that arose not from divergent experiences in schools but from divergent experiences in the home, in the neighborhood, and from parental income and education. The Coleman Report seemed to confirm the conclusions of an equally controversial 1965 report on the black family written by Daniel Patrick Moynihan, then an assistant secretary in the Department of Labor. The Moynihan Report had cited a “tangle of pathology,” including crime, illegitimacy, juvenile delinquency, unemployment, and drug use in low-income black households as a leading cause of a cycle of poverty and disadvantage.

King conceded that poor black families faced many challenges, but he rejected the idea that conditions in black communities—troubled family backgrounds, dysfunctional neighborhoods, and social pathologies—should limit faith in the efficacy of education as a mechanism of black social mobility.

Pointing out the double standards of those who questioned education’s capacity to lift and advance African American communities, Dr. King reminded audiences of the powerful link between schooling and opportunity in modern American history. A bedrock of the “American Dream” idea, social mobility through education animated the national narrative. With ambition and hard work, said the Horatio Alger story, anyone, no matter their origins or parents, could climb
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from rags to riches.\textsuperscript{12} For successive waves of poor white immigrants, the dream of mobility (if not riches) through education and attendant employment opportunities proved correct, at least for sizeable numbers of these groups.\textsuperscript{13}

Despite the lapse of Americans’ otherwise deeply-held faith in education, in the (exceptional) case of African Americans, King continued to insist on the critical importance of education—and government support for it—to the amelioration of entrenched poverty. He asserted: “education is more than ever the passport to decent economic positions.”\textsuperscript{14} And he fought for federal policies that advanced educational opportunity. King welcomed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (“ESEA”), a signature part of President Johnson’s War on Poverty, called the “most important piece of educational legislation” in American history.\textsuperscript{15} Title I of the ESEA appropriated additional federal funding to schools serving disadvantaged students.\textsuperscript{16} As federal appropriations designed to advance opportunity declined and military spending increased in tandem with deeper American involvement in the Vietnam War, King championed additional Title I funding.\textsuperscript{17}

At the same time, King cited racial discrimination in education and housing as chief causes of the malaise in black communities discussed by the Coleman and Moynihan reports. He demanded the end to racially segregated schools and pressed officials to defund recalc-
The circumstances that King had observed during his 1965 Chicago campaign illustrated the point: entrenched residential segregation yielded rigid school segregation. A 1957 NAACP report had found de facto segregation in 91% of the City’s elementary schools and 71% of its high schools. While predominantly white schools featured empty and unused classrooms, the schools that blacks attended overflowed with students. The City of Chicago assigned black children to schools so overstuffed that students could not attend a full day; students instead attended in shifts, some in the morning, others in the afternoon. Black schools also featured less experienced teachers, lower standardized test scores, and high drop-out rates. Buttressing local activists’ efforts, King condemned segregation in Chicago’s schools and the institutional racism that motivated the discriminatory policies. He advocated for “quality integrated education.”

The wretched and unequal conditions in Chicago’s schools—and the City’s unyielding commitment to housing—proved pivotal to King’s social and political thought and advocacy. The Chicago campaign and the resistance to it, far worse than much of what he had witnessed in the Deep South, convinced King to prioritize the plight of the impoverished, politically powerless residents crowded into the nation’s housing projects. The segregated and inferior schools, he observed, formed part of a web of discrimination: poor schools exacerbated inequality in the labor market, where blacks, confined to me-
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nial jobs, constituted an expendable source of cheap labor; both, in turn, limited political influence and precluded social mobility. These intertwined forms of discrimination led King to conclude that urban poverty would never end unless spatial separation ended: “I cannot see how the Negro will be totally liberated from the crushing weight of poor education, squalid housing and economic strangulation until he is integrated, with power, into every level of American life.”29

King embraced a form of “integration” that would allay the suspicions of those in the civil rights movement who had given up on that remedy. He sought meaningful integration premised on black liberation, cross-racial power sharing, and civic empowerment as opposed to the racial condescension that black critics associated with conventional school desegregation efforts.30 “In this vast interdependent nation no racial group can retreat to an island,” King insisted.31

III. POVERTY, EDUCATION, AND SOCIAL MOBILITY TODAY

The effort that King championed fifty years ago—to untether the link between parents’ economic status and the life outcomes of their children—remains an imperative for advocates of equality in education. The imperative remains because students from low-income households still endure disadvantages intrinsic and extrinsic to the classroom.32 These students will not rise in our society without the benefit of large-scale interventions and wide-ranging remedies.33

Holistic remedies are required for disadvantaged and impoverished students because poverty not only limits the life chances of individual students but also deprives entire communities of opportunities. The opportunity gaps are so far reaching because more often than not the poor, due to the residential segregation of the past and the spatial separation of the poor and of people of color from the wealthy
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and whites in the present, live together in distressed neighborhoods. In these areas, residents are linked by disadvantage. Poor neighborhoods are characterized by high rates of violence and unemployment, inadequate health care and poor health outcomes, social instability, and failing schools. These conditions comprise a web of disadvantage and result in a tangle of social ills.

Race exacerbates the effects of poverty. Poor people of color are more likely than others to live in neighborhoods of concentrated poverty. The latest data show that the concentrated poverty rate is 25.2% for African Americans and 17.4% for Hispanics, compared to 7.5% for whites. Within these groups, children ages six and under are especially hard hit. Also, 28% of African American children and 18.1% of Hispanic children live in concentrated poverty, as compared to 6.2% of white children.

Poor children not only live in high-poverty neighborhoods but also attend high-poverty schools. Students from impoverished neighborhoods also attend high-poverty schools.
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homes struggle academically.\textsuperscript{41} Malnourished and exposed to stress and toxins at homes with few books and infrequent reading, children from impoverished households often experience developmental and cognitive delays.\textsuperscript{42} They frequently exhibit antisocial behaviors, find it more difficult to concentrate, and are at increased risk for emotional and mental disorders.\textsuperscript{43} Disadvantaged along numerous dimensions, these students learn to read at a slower rate than other children and find it more difficult to master math and other academic subjects.\textsuperscript{44} Achievement gaps emerge early and persist throughout the school years.\textsuperscript{45}

With limited academic preparation, students from poor backgrounds face limited employment options. Poor students frequently drop out of school before attaining the skills necessary to compete in the modern workforce.\textsuperscript{46} Without sufficient skills, these students are consigned to the lowest rungs of the labor market—to low-paying, unskilled work.\textsuperscript{47} Or they find themselves unemployed.\textsuperscript{48}

Beset by so many layers of disadvantage, students from poor households—whose parents have not attended college—are unlikely
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to themselves attend college. Without postsecondary education or employment at living wages, students who grow up in poor households very likely will remain poor into adulthood. And the cycle of disadvantage persists across generations.

Fifty years after Dr. King bemoaned the relationship between an individual’s socioeconomic status at birth and her opportunities in life, far too little has changed. Social, educational, and economic policies in modern America have done too little to disrupt the cycle of poverty. The plague that King passionately fought during the late 1960s—entrenched and intergenerational poverty—endures.

IV. A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN IN POVERTY

Despite the dire conditions in impoverished schools and communities, all is not lost; interventions to ameliorate disadvantage and facilitate social mobility for children in poverty are possible. Because multi-dimensional problems plague these communities, solutions must be holistic. While school-based interventions are critically important, policies that focus strictly on the educational deficits of poor students will be inadequate. Remedies must also take into account disadvantages that arise within the homes and neighborhoods of impoverished students, among other sectors. Most particularly, comprehensive and holistic remedies would seek to remove impediments to mobility that occur in several sectors: the economy, public health, social services, families, criminal justice, and education. Many scholars and policy experts have proposed economic policies, residen-
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tial programs, and social interventions to revitalize distressed communities. This part discusses education-related holistic remedies for impoverished students. Drawing on the work of scholars and practitioners, below I discuss what we have learned, since 1968, about the best holistic practices for the nurturance, empowerment, and education of our most vulnerable students.

A. Quality Schools

Excellent schools are vital components of successful interventions on behalf of multiply disadvantaged students. High quality schools can ameliorate the opportunity gaps—measured in terms of funding levels, teacher quality, and curriculum offerings and related factors such as socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, and family background—that give rise to achievement gaps that are revealed in test scores, grades, high school graduation rates, and college matriculation rates. Small classroom size, adequate resources, a broad curriculum that includes the arts, and qualified and experienced teachers are key features of schools that work for students from disadvantaged homes. However, the overall point made here is that quality schools are not enough to reach and aid disadvantaged students.
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B. Parental Support for Student Learning

While the overarching objective of the education-related holistic remedies is academic improvement—skills acquisition to prepare students for the workforce or college—the groundwork must first be laid at home. Remedies begin in the home because more recent scholarship has confirmed a major claim of the Coleman Report: parents’ educational backgrounds and social practices greatly influence the academic outcomes of students. Families, in fact, have a greater impact on academic outcomes than schools.

But this is not to presume, as many uninformed critics do, that parents living in poor communities lack an interest in the education and welfare of their children. Typically, these parents share the aspirations of middle- and upper-class parents. They all seek upward
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mobility, stability, and success, including in school, for their children, as oversubscribed charter schools and waiting lists for free enrichment preschool programs suggest. 62

Nevertheless, as impoverished parents raise their children, they require support—social, economic, even psychological care. Here is why. Typically, these parents living in profound poverty face numerous challenges: joblessness and underemployment, inadequate education and language barriers, malnutrition and illness, social dislocation and violence, arrest and imprisonment. 63 These disadvantages define life in distressed communities, and they do not usually give rise to educational practices that facilitate learning or achievement. These parents cannot—and do not—invest as much time and as many resources as wealthier parents on activities and experiences that facilitate the educational preparedness of their children. 64 The opposite is true: parents pass their distress to their children. 65 As a result, by the time that many of these children show up in classrooms, they already are years behind middle-class peers in terms of vocabulary, numeracy, literacy, and the social skills necessary to succeed in school. 66 The students are not ready or even motivated to learn. 67

The acknowledgement that families matter does not mean schools do not. Parental support is a prerequisite to the academic success of poor children. Hence, steps must be taken to offer parents the support that they need to prepare their children to learn. Several programs designed to assess the needs of impoverished parents and intervene with economic and social supports for children and families
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have been developed in recent years. Harvard University’s Center on the Developing Child conducts research and develops interventions to prevent the negative impacts of toxic stress on child development, learning, and health.68 This model of intervention rests on collaborations among pediatricians, laboratories, and community providers, all with the goal of building adults’ core capacities and thereby supporting positive child development for youngsters who face adversity.69 Such programs are essential and must be scaled up and implemented in impoverished communities. Parental support is a necessary, if not sufficient, ingredient for educational success of the children whom Professor William Julius Wilson helpfully termed the “truly disadvantaged” many years ago.70

C. School-Culture Based Reforms

Effective holistic remedies also would include initiatives focused on school culture. These types of reforms emerged after decades of advocacy focused on federal and state lawsuits that pressed claims for school desegregation or equitable funding.71 In contrast to accountability-based reforms that turn on benchmarks and assessments,72 the culture-focused remedies emphasize building productive relationships among stakeholders inside and outside of schools and push acceptance of a “growth mindset” about a child’s capacity to learn.73 Positive relationships and broad acceptance of an intellectual
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72. For a critique of high-stakes accountability systems, see Tienken & Zhao, supra note 57, at 111–122.
framework premised on growth over time are, to advocates of school-culture reforms, prerequisites to academic achievement.

While culture-focused initiatives have gained new attention, in reality advocates of quality education for all are returning to school culture as a site for structural change. Dr. James Comer, through his work at the Yale Child Study Center, realized long ago the tremendous influence of social conditions, culture, and history on students’ learning experiences. The center, begun in the wake of the Coleman Report and its finding that factors external to schools matter more to academic success than factors internal to schools, made New Haven and two of its lowest-performing schools its laboratories. The doctor and his team created the Comer School Development Program (“SDP”), a whole-child and whole-school intervention system designed to enhance child development, learning, and collaboration between school staff and parents. Studies confirm that the SDP program helped to close achievement gaps in New Haven and in schools throughout the country and the world.

More recent iterations of culture-based interventions advocate “trauma-informed” schools in response to the adverse childhood experiences and “chronic toxic stress” experienced by children who live in concentrated poverty. This remedy is premised on research conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and numerous other authorities in neurobiology. These researchers have documented a link between sustained exposure to adverse experiences such as abuse and dysfunction in early childhood experiences and poor academic and health outcomes. Childhood trauma undermines both school readiness and school performance.
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The essential insight of advocates of “trauma-informed” schools is optimistic: with proper support, impoverished students who arrive at school academically unprepared and behaviorally challenged can learn and flourish.79 These students require developmentally informed interventions based on risk assessments by professionals and tiered interventions by public health experts.80 Programs designed to build resilience, promote emotional regulation, and establish collaborations between schools and providers of social and psychological services are critical.81 Through such culturally sensitive, trauma-informed interventions, students can acquire academic, social, and emotional skills that are prerequisites to school success and reduce behaviors counter-productive to learning.

Practice supports the theory of intervention. A 2011 study of social and emotional learning programs established in schools nationwide demonstrated that well-structured programs pay off.82 Students’ emotional and social skills improve, along with their academic skills. In recent years, advocates and lawyers have sought ways to translate these practical initiatives and theoretical insights about the deleterious effects of trauma on students and families into policy and law.83
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1. Legislation

Advocates of trauma-informed schooling have achieved particular success in Massachusetts by collaborating with the state legislature.\(^8^4\) In 2014, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts enacted into law the Safe and Supportive Schools Framework.\(^8^5\) The law established a task force and requires schools to implement plans of action not only to ensure the physical safety of students but also to promote students’ behavioral health; the law endorses trauma-attentive frameworks.\(^8^6\) The Safe and Supportive Schools law made Massachusetts a national leader in the movement to establish whole-school climates that promote safe and supportive environments for all students, particularly those who have endured traumatic experiences.\(^8^7\) Pursuant to the law, school districts can apply for grants to create and implement model safety and supportive school programs.\(^8^8\) Since 2014, many school districts in the Commonwealth have taken advantage of the program and incorporated programs that promote students’ social and emotional well-being.\(^8^9\)

The movement is growing. Other states, including New York, Minnesota, and Ohio, have enacted similar laws.\(^9^0\) In addition, the
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federal government has established a grant program to promote a safe and supportive schools program;\(^91\) although the federal program does not expressly endorse trauma-attentive interventions, agencies are free to seek funding for such initiatives.\(^92\) Similarly, the Federal Promise Neighborhoods Initiative,\(^93\) based on the Harlem Children’s Zone and its model of school reform coupled with provisions of social services,\(^94\) provides a favorable context for the implementation of trauma-sensitive interventions.

2. Litigation

Civil rights lawyers have also begun to cite and leverage research linking trauma and school outcomes. The most prominent example occurred in the context of Compton, California, a city well known for its prevalence of violence and poverty. In 2015, Public Counsel filed an innovative federal class action lawsuit premised on neurobiological insights.\(^95\) The lawyers claimed that students in the Compton Unified School District had experienced “complex trauma” that inhibits learning; federal disability law requires officials to remedy the educational harms caused by that trauma, the lawyers claimed.\(^96\) To remedy the alleged violations, the lawyers demanded school-wide training about the impact of trauma on students’ neurobiology and school-wide trauma-sensitive accommodations.\(^97\) The pending suit survived a motion to dismiss; for the first time, a federal
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court held that trauma may constitute a violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act. The lawsuit opens up new theories of liability and remedies for a generation of lawyers working to improve the lives and educational experiences of impoverished students.

But naysayers question the wisdom and logic of these same litigation efforts. Critics worry about the social implications of endorsing a theory of liability that labels poor students, overwhelmingly students of color, as disabled. Others, who do not doubt the prevalence of childhood trauma among these students, question the proposed remedies. Trauma-informed educational initiatives are unproven, and schools that use them, critics say, are experimenting with children’s lives—or “building the plane in the air.”

These criticisms are thoughtful and well taken. Yet some trauma-informed approaches have been studied and shown to be effective, and studies of best practices continue. Moreover, perspective and context matter a great deal when assessing the risks and benefits of innovative pedagogies. Where some might view trauma-informed legal claims and therapies as risky, others see them as cutting-edge initiatives appropriate to the challenges associated with the education of multiply disadvantaged students.

D. Academic Preparation and Work- and College-Going Culture

After schools successfully implement programming designed to shore up the emotional and psychological health of needy students and improve academic performance, they should play a role in preparing students for success after graduation. Educational institutions are well positioned to develop policies and programs to shape students’ aspirations and facilitate transition to higher education or to the work-
place. Schools can implement college preparatory programs themselves, or they can partner with community-based providers to ensure that college-bound students receive counseling about academic prerequisites and the financial aid process. 103

V. CONCLUSION

Dr. King believed that education could promote social mobility. 104 Abundant data confirms the continuing urgency of that agenda; the effects of poverty, race, and place are still linked to intergenerational poverty and belie the country’s professed commitment to equality of opportunity. Hence, the struggle that King and so many others fought for—a more perfect union—endures. For poor children still on the margins, holistic initiatives that seek to create the social and cultural conditions for school success and social mobility offer the promise of equity, inclusion, and belonging.
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